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A “U” is the measuring unit for racks and rack-mountable components.  1U = 1.75” or 44.45 mm. 
 
For more information on how to purchase these Compaq Racks, Options, and Accessories contact a Compaq Representative 
at 1-800-AT-COMPAQ. 

Compaq Rack Options and Accessories 
 
Compaq offers a wide variety of rack options and accessories that help you to configure Compaq Racks. 
 
TFT 5010R Rack Mount Flat Panel Monitor 
North America 2172487-001 
International 217248-B31 
Japan  217248-291 
The TFT5010R is the third generation 2U, retractable 15” flat panel monitor 
utilizing thin film transistor (TFT) technology. This product replaced the 
TFT5000R. 
 
 
1U Keyboard Drawer      
Worldwide  338056-B21 
The 1U Keyboard Drawer neatly holds, protects, and conceals a keyboard. 
The 1U keyboard drawer requires only half the depth of other keyboard 
drawers and provides mounting options for Compaq Server Console 
Switches.  Keyboard not included. 
 
Dimensions (HxDxW) 
   1.75 x 29.13 x 17.75 in/ 739.9 x 450.9 x 44.5 mm 
 
Keyboard with Hot Keys and Trackball     
United States     158649-001   Norway                158649-009 
United Kingdom  158649-003   Sweden/Finland   158649-010 
Germany     158649-004    Switzerland         158649-011 
France      158649-005   Portugal               158649-013 
Italy          158649-006    Belgium     158649-018 
Spain      158649-007   Japan                   158649-291 
Denmark   158649-008   International   158649-B36 
This keyboard offers a centrally located trackball and nine programmable hot keys which allows users to 
program up to seven keystrokes per key for rapid movement between rack-mounted devices. The keyboard 
utilizes the 1U keyboard drawer. This keyboard replaced keyboard 185152-XXX. 
 
 
TFT5600RKM 
United States     221546-001   Norway                221546-091 
United Kingdom  221546-031   Sweden/Finland   221546-101 
Germany     221546-041    Switzerland         221546-111 
France      221546-051   Portugal               221546-131 
Italy          221546-061    Belgium     221546-181 
Spain      221546-071   Japan                   221546-291 
Denmark   221546-081   International   221546-B31 
 
An innovative integrated design consisting of a flat panel monitor and keyboard in one. This clamshell design 
requires only 1U and allows enough room to mount a switchbox behind it to maximize the space within the 
rack. The monitor is a full 15” display and the keyboard has programmable hot keys in addition to a trackball 
mouse. 
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Console Management Controller (CMC) 
CMC Base Kit Worldwide   203039-B21                                     
CMC Sensors Option Kit Worldwide  203039-B22 
CMC Smoke Sensors Option Kit   203039-B24 
  
The Console Management Controller (CMC) is an environmental 
monitoring hardware designed to mount in a standard 19 inch rack 
cabinet in a 1U form factor. This product allows for the remote and 
on-site monitoring and controlling of rack environments such as temperature, intrusion, shock and humidity 
(some kits may be required). In addition the software which ship standard with the unit allows for the setting of 
thresholds and can take action once an event occurs.  
 
The CMC Sensors Option Kit contains a temperature sensor, two intrusion sensors, a humidity sensor and shock 
sensors to be used with the CMC base kit. The CMC Smoke Sensors Option Kit can be used with the CMC base 
kit for monitoring the rack environment for smoke. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Temperature             Intrusion     Humidity           Shock 
  

 
Smoke Sensor 
 
Server Console Switch, 1X2-Port KVM  
North America 120206-001 
International 120206-B31 
Japan  120206-291 
This single-user Compaq Server Console Switch has one input (or user) port for one 
user console (one keyboard, monitor, and mouse) and two output (or system) ports 
for connecting multiple systems to the switch.   Consolidates rack space by 
mounting in the side rail of the rack or behind the 1U keyboard drawer. 
 
Server Console Switch, 1X4-Port KVM  
Worldwide 400336-001 
International 400336-B31 
Japan  400336-291 
 
This single-user Compaq Server Console Switch has one input (or user) port 
for one user console (one keyboard, monitor, and mouse) and four output (or system) ports for connecting 
multiple systems to the switch.   Single user switches can also be tiered (one switch connected to another) to 
expand the amount of systems controlled by one user.  For example, five 4-ports switches can be tiered together 
to control 16 systems. Consolidates rack space by mounting in the side rail of the rack or behind the 1U 
keyboard drawer.  No picture available. 
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Server Console Switch, 1X8-Port KVM  
Worldwide 400337-001 
International 400337-B31 
Japan  400337-291 
This single-user Compaq Server Console Switch has one input (or user) port 
for one user console (one keyboard, monitor, and mouse) and eight output (or 
system) ports for connecting multiple systems to the switch.   Single user switches can also be tiered (one 
switch connected to another) to expand the amount of systems controlled by one user.  For example, nine 8-
ports switches can be tiered together to control 64 systems. Consolidates rack space by mounting in the side rail 
of the rack or behind the 1U keyboard drawer. 
 
Server Console Switch, 2X8-Port KVM  
Worldwide 400338-001 
International 400338-B31 
Japan  400338-291 
This multi-user Compaq Server Console Switch has two input (or user) ports 
for multiple user consoles (one keyboard, monitor, and mouse) and multiple 
output (or system) ports for connecting multiple systems to the switch.   
Multi-user switches can also be tiered (one switch connected to another) to expand the amount of systems 
controlled by one user.  Additionally, multi-user switches offer simultaneous control of servers in both the data 
center and in other remote locations. Consolidates rack space by mounting in the side rail of the rack or behind 
the 1U keyboard drawer. 
 
Server Console Switch, 2X8-Port KVM 48V DC  
Worldwide 400542-001 
International 400542-B31 
Japan  400542-291 
This 48 volt DC multi-user Compaq Server Console Switch has two input (or 
user) ports for multiple user consoles (one keyboard, monitor, and mouse) and 
multiple output (or system) ports for connecting multiple systems to the 
switch.   Multi-user switches can also be tiered (one switch connected to another) to expand the amount of 
systems controlled by one user.  Additionally, multi-user switches offer simultaneous control of servers in both 
the data center and in other remote locations. Consolidates rack space by mounting in the side rail of the rack or 
behind the 1U keyboard drawer. 
 
Switch Box Connector Kit    
115 Volt 144007-001 
230 Volt 144007-002 
100-240 Volt   242691-B33  
Switch box Connector Kit provides frontal access to a 2/4/8-Port Server 
Console Switch Box for a keyboard, monitor, and mouse.  
 
CPU-to-Sever Console Cables, 3 Feet 
Worldwide   110936-B24 
CPU-to-Sever Console Cables, 7 Feet 
Worldwide   110936-B25 
CPU-to-Server Console Cables, 12 Feet    
Worldwide   110936-B21 
CPU-to-Server Console Cables, 20 Feet    
Worldwide   110936-B22 
CPU-to-Server Console Cables, 40 Feet    
Worldwide   110936-B23 
CPU-to-Server Console Cables, 20 Feet (Plenum Rated) 
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Worldwide 149363-B21 
CPU-to-Server Console Cables, 40 Feet (Plenum Rated) 
Worldwide  149364-B21 
The CPU-to-Server Console Cables provide flexibility in connecting servers to server console switch boxes by 
providing twelve, twenty, and forty feet of cable.  The CPU-to-Server Console Cables have PC 99 colored 
locking connectors.  The CPU-to-Server Console Cables are also available as Plenum Rated in twenty and 
forty-foot lengths.  
 
 
Keyboard, Monitor, and Mouse Extension Cables  
Worldwide   169989-001 
Provide even greater flexibility in the location of a keyboard, monitor, and 
mouse through 8-foot cable extensions.  One keyboard extension cable, one 
monitor extension cable, and one mouse extension cable per kit. 
 
Monitor/Utility Shelf Kit      
Worldwide   303606-B21 
The 1U Monitor/Utility Shelf is a fixed shelf that can be mounted at any 
height within Compaq Racks to place a monitor or another component.  
Bezels for a 14”, 15” and 17” monitor are included.  The Monitor/Utility 
Shelf is 19” (482.6 mm) wide and 29.13” (739.9 mm) deep with a load 
capacity of 150 lbs (68.1 kg).  
 
Sliding Shelf Kit       
Worldwide   332564-B21 
The Sliding Shelf Kit is a sliding ventilated shelf that allows for rack-
mountable products to be mounted at any height within Compaq Racks.  
This Sliding Shelf Kit mounts on slides that allow you to pull the shelf in 
and out of the rack for easy access, maintenance and upgrading.  The 
Sliding Shelf is 17.32” (439.9 mm) wide and 19.69” (500.1 mm) deep with 
a load capacity of 110 lbs (49.9 kg).  One cable management arm per kit.   
 
Third Party Rail Kit 
Worldwide 226555-B21 
This kit can be used t efficiently mount the Sun Ultra 2, Ultra 5 or Ultra 10 servers within the Rack 9000. 
 
Depth Adjustable Fixed Rail Kit     
Worldwide  332558-B21 
The Depth Adjustable Fixed Rail Kit contains two, 19” to 31”, depth adjustable 
rails that mount Compaq rack-mountable servers, storage boxes, UPSs, and 
Compaq networking products in third party racks.  The Depth Adjustable Fixed 
Rail Kit also allows for most third party rack-mountable products to be 
mounted in Compaq Racks.  The Depth Adjustable Fixed Rails have a load 
capacity of 300 lbs (136.2 kg).  
 
Compaq Networking Cable Management Kit  
Worldwide   292407-B21 
Japan     292407-291 
Compaq Networking Cable Management Kit provides an easy way to organize 
and route cables within a rack.  Ten cable clips, ten cable rings, one 1U access 
panel, and one 2U access panels included a kit.  
 
Cable Management “D” Rings  
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Worldwide   168233-B21 
This kit contains10 D rings that mount in the back rails of the rack and allow for cables to be routed an 
organized within the rack.  
 
 
 
 
Compaq Networking Recessed Rail Management Kit     
Worldwide   292406-B21 
Japan    292406-291 
The Compaq Networking Recessed Rail Management Kit provides 
mounting options that let you recess equipment to allow adequate room for 
cables that protrude from connection ports within a rack.  Four 4U mounting angles, four 7U mounting angles, 
two 15U mounting angles, and two 28U mounting angles included in a kit. 
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